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Abstract
Twitter is one of the most powerful social marketing tool and a
leading online community. Everyday billions of people uses it. We
propose a new framework called advanced tweet segmentation.
In this advanced tweet segmentation we are using stemming and
lemmatization methodology. It is used to divide and segment
data in a very efficient manner. The stemming is used to reducing
the word to the root form, where as lemmatization is like “go”,
“gone”, “going”, “goes”, “been” and “went” where the stemming
is a word would be reducing the word from “gone” to “go”. So it
can be matched to other stemmed words from such as “going”, as
“going” stemmed would “go” also, better example. “Engineering”,
“engineers”, “engineered”, engineer” these words would not match
up if they were tested for the equality, However by this stemming
these words we can reduce them to a more basic form.
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I. Introduction
Twitter is one of the online social networking services that enable
users to send and read short 140-character messages called “tweet”.
Registered users can able to read and post tweets, but those who
are unregistered can only read them. Twitter provides a very high
level of security about users account. Twitter has very high kind of
security policies. Also twitter provides you option of the protecting
personal information and report of spam.
We address that we are entering the tweet and dividing the tweet
using stemming and categorizing the tweet result based in states
and eliminating the unnecessary words and score the tweet
according to the number of tweets.
Twitter places nice reliance on ASCII text file package. The
Twitter internet interface uses the Ruby on Rails framework,
deployed on a performance increased Ruby Enterprise Edition
implementation of Ruby. In the period of time of Twitter, tweets
were hold on in My SQL databases that were temporally stored
(large databases were split supported time of posting). When the
massive volume of tweets returning it cause issues reading from
and writing to those databases, the corporate set that the system
required re-engineering. As of Gregorian calendar month half
dozen, 2011, Twitter engineers confirmed that they had switched
far away from their Ruby on Rails search stack to a Java server
they decision mixer. From spring the messages were handled by
a Ruby persistent queue server known as oscine. However since
2009 implementation has been bit by bit replaced with package
written in Scala. The switch from Ruby to Scala, the JVM has
given Twitter a performance boost from 200–300 requests per
second per host to around 10,000–20,000 requests per second
per host. This boost was bigger than the 10x improvement, that
Twitter’s engineers visualized once beginning the switch. The
continued development of Twitter has conjointly concerned a
switch from monolithic development of one app to associate
design wherever totally different services area unit engineered
severally and joined through remote procedure calls. Individual
tweets area unit registered beneath distinctive IDs mistreatment
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package known as snowflake and geo-location information is side
mistreatment ‘Rock Dove’. The URL shortnert.co then checks for a
spam link and shortens the URL. Next, the tweets area unit hold on
during a My SQL info mistreatment ventricular, and therefore the
user receives acknowledgement that the tweets were sent. Tweets
area unit sent to look engines via the Firehouse API. The method
itself is managed by Flock DB and takes a mean of 350ms.

Fig. 1: Example of Tweet Segmentation
II. Related work
C. Li, A. Sun [1] proposes many conventional NLP techniques are
designed for formal text. Many of these techniques are supervision
based and heavily rely on the local linguistic features, such as POS
tags, word capitalization, trigger words, and dictionary lookup like
gazetteers, etc. These linguistic features together with effective
supervised learning algorithms (e.g., Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) and Conditional Random Field (CRF)). Achieve stateof-the-art performance on formal text corpus. However, these
techniques cannot be directly applied to tweets because of the
noisy and short nature of the Tweets. The error-prone and short
nature of tweets (and other user-generated short text) has attracted
renewed interests in conventional tasks in NLP including POS
tagging, Named Entity Recognition (NER), etc. To improve POS
tagging on tweets, incorporate tweet-speciﬁc features including
at-mentions, hash tags, URLs, and emotions. In their approach,
they measure the condense of capitalized words and apply phonetic
normalization for ill-formed words to address possible peculiar
writings in tweets.
A. Ritter, S. Clark [2] proposes the performance of standard NLP
tools is severely degraded on tweets. This paper addresses this
issue by re-building the NLP pipeline beginning with part-ofspeech tagging, through chunking, to named-entity recognition.
Our novel T-NER system doubles F1 score compared with the
Stanford NER system. T-NER leverages the redundancy inherent
in tweets to achieve this performance, using Labeled LDA to
exploit Freebase dictionaries as a source of distant supervision.
Labeled LDA outperforms co-training, increasing F1 by 25% over
ten common entity types.
X. Liu, S. Zhang [3] proposes the challenges of Named Entities
Recognition (NER) for tweets lie in the insufficient information
in a tweet and the unavailability of training data. We propose to
combine a K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) classifier with a linear
Conditional Random Fields (CRF) model under a semi-supervised
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learning framework to tackle these challenges. The KNN based
classifier conducts pre-labeling to collect global coarse evidence
across tweets while the CRF model conducts sequential labeling
to capture fine-grained information encoded in a tweet. The semisupervised learning plus the gazetteers alleviate the lack of training
data. Extensive experiments show the advantages of our method
over the baselines as well as the effectiveness of KNN and semi
supervised learning.
III. Problem Statement
In Existing system, focus on the task of tweet segmentation. The
goal of this task is to split a tweet into a sequence of consecutive
n-grams, each of which is called a segment. A segment can be a
named entity (e.g., a movie title “finding nemo”), a semantically
meaningful information unit (e.g., “officially released”), or any
other types of phrases which appear “more than by chance”.
The disadvantages of this existing part are error-prone and short
nature of tweets often make the word-level language models for
tweets less reliable. Performance is very low. It’s not suitable for
larger data.
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Stemming is reducing the word to the root form, where lemmatization
is concerned with linguistics. we believe that lemmatization is “go”,
“gone”, “going”, “goes”, “been” and “went” where stemming
a word would be reducing a word from “gone” to “go”. so it
can be matched to other stemmed words such as “going”, as “going”
stemmed would be “go” also, a better example. “engineering”,
“engineers”, “engineered”, engineer” these four words would not
match up if they were tested for equality, however by stemming
these words we can reduce them to a more basic form,
engineering --> engineer
engineers --> engineer
engineered --> engineer
engineer --> engineer
Now we have stemmed words they will match for equality, so now
if we try searching using the word for engineer, documents on
engineering, engineers and engineered would be returned from
a stemmed index or database. Stemming usually means to cut off
characters from the end of the word, e.g.
walked -> walk, walking -> walk.
However, this does not necessarily produce a real word, e.g. a
stemmer could also change house and houses to “hous”. Also,
cutting of characters isn’t enough for irregular words, e.g. you
cannot get from “went” to “go” by just cutting of characters.
A lemmatizer solves these problems, i.e. it always produces real
words, even for irregular forms. It usually needs a table of irregular
forms. Reducing words to a root form (stemming) changing words
into the basic form (lemmatization).

Fig. 2: System Architecture
IV. Proposed Methodology
We propose a generic tweet segmentation framework, named
Advanced Tweet Segmentation. Advanced Tweet Segmentation
is a process of tweet and finds the score based on a tweet which has
tweeted. Stemming technique is used to increase the performance
of tweet segmentation. And also we address that we are removing
unnecessary tweets that are matching with our filtered words
which are specified in starting. Normally tweets are posted for
information sharing and communication. The named tweets and
semantic phrases are well preserved in tweets.
The advantages of proposed part is Entity Linking (EL). EL is
to identify the mention of a named entity and link it to an entry
in a knowledge base like Wikipedia.Tweet segmentation is to
identify the mention of a named tweets and link it to an tweets in
a score base like and score will update based on number of times
we tweeted. It helps in preserving Semantic meaning of tweets.
Increase the performance of tweet segmentation and also achieve
the better results.
V. Result Analysis
We have implemented the previous and existing methods on
different techniques. In the advanced tweet segmentation technique
we are using stemming approach to divide and search the data
(tweets), these results are stored in the database (we are using
My SQL).
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Fig. 3: Segmentation Results
VI. Conclusion and Future Work
We present the advanced tweet segmentation framework which
segments tweets into meaningful phrases called segments. Through
our framework, we demonstrate that local linguistic features are
more reliable than entity recognition technique for the segmentation
process. This finding opens opportunities for tools developed for
formal text to be applied to tweets which are believed to be much
more noisy words like vulgar and in appropriate word. Tweet
segmentation helps to preserve the semantic meaning of tweets,
which subsequently benefits many downstream applications.
Through experiments, we show that stemming methods achieve
much better accuracy than the word-based alternative. We identify
two directions for our future research. One is to further improve
the segmentation quality by considering more local factors. The
other is to explore the effectiveness of the segmentation-based
representation for tasks like tweets summarization, search, hash
tag recommendation, etc.
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